
Multiples and submultiples TABLE 1

Exercise 1

Complete the following equalities

18 m + 15 cm = 19,5 m

72 m + …………. dm = 83 m 

65 dm + ……………. cm = 66 dm 

18 dam + …………… hm = 38 dam

0,57 hm + ……………m = 60

6,4 Km + ………....... dam = 70 hm

0,18 dm +  ……………… cm = 36 dm

25 Km + ………………… m = 25,3 Km

660 dm + ……………….. m = 673 dm

3560 dm+........... m = 70 m

15 m +.... ...... km= 20 dam

16 dam +........... hm= 20 dam

31 km +........... hm=42 000 m

Exercise 2

A boy who now is 20 years old, how old will be in 1 gigasecond?

Exercise 3

Establish which numbers are multiples or submultiples of number

8 and justify the choice.

a) 64    

b) 18

c) 16

d) 3

e) 4

f) 0

g) 63



The Golden Section TABLE 2

Exercise 5 

Construction of a golden rectangle

Exercise 4 

Division of a segment in extreme and mean ratio

( graphing method )



The Golden Section TABLE 3

Exercise 6

Construction of  a golden rectangle on a  A4  worksheet with a ruler and a cutter

Exercise 7

Construction of a pentagon given the side AB, using the golden rectangle

Exercise 8 

Construction of the spiral using the golden triangle



Exercise 9

Construct by using Goegebra the golden section of a segment AB.

Exercise 10

Demonstration:

The golden triangle ABC, right-angle  in A , with height AH and   cathetus AB congruent to 

HC; demonstrate that HC is the golden section of BC; inversely if HC is the golden section of 

hypotenuse BC, demonstrate that HC is congruent to  AB.

Exercice 11

Calculate the golden section x of a segment with lenght l.

The Golden Section TABLE 4

Exercise 12

Given the isosceles triangle with the angle at the vertex congruent to the middle of each 
angle at the base; demonstrate that the base of the triangle is the golden section of the side 
of the triangle.



The Perspective TABLE 5



Exercise 12

Considering the following homothetia T with centre the origin of the axes

Draw in the  cartesian plane the isosceles triangle ABC with vertices a(0,1), B(-1,0), C(0,-1)

Determine its transformated by applying the homothetia T. What relation does exist between the two triangles?

The Homothetia TABLE 6



The Geometrical Grid TABLE  7


